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Abstract: Over the past 10 years, Kemaman River estuary demonstrates severe coastal erosion due to
natural and man-made activ·itie~;. It is cstimated that appr~ximately 44, 000 m3 sediments (sand beach)
were eroded along the cO<lstal with maximum destruction occurred during the mom;oon season.
Following the problem, this study was engaged in order to investigate the mobility, transfer and
deposition of sediment witJlin the river estuary. In this research, tJle artificial radionuclide of Caesium
137 (137Cs) was used as a tracer to investigate sediment characteristics from a period of ovember
2003-Febmary 2004. The results provide useful information of the potential to document b,)th rates and
patterns of sediment mobility within the Kemaman River estuary. Spatial analysis on sediment
properties indicated that the beach consisting highly sand and silts (78.45 percent) compared with
coarse (23.15 percent) for backshore and foreshore zones. Meanwhile, the temporal distribution
indicates that sediment mobility were active during the monsoon season. The sediment fingerprints
traveled as far as 6.4 km towards south ofPantai Chendor causing imbal3l1ce on sediment budget along
the river estuary. As a result. about 2 km of Kemaman River estuaJ)' was subjected to severe coastal
erosion during the study period. Using the equilibrium beach profile concept, the model outputs the
volume of salld required to re-crcate a beach fill of the specified width. By given a specific native and
fill grain sizes, fill width, berm high and depth of closure, the model estimated of 16, 870 m) volume
sand required per 70 m beach width. As the sediment mobility and problem related to coastal erosion
demonstrate more active in the future, this study suggests both long and short term actions to minimize
the problem.
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INTRODUCTION

In a natural environment, river estuary and nearby coastal can be considered as the most dynamic
system. Many important reactions controlling the transfer of elements from the continents to coastal
waters and tlle oceans are taking place in estuaries. For many elements, river estuaries can act as filters,
capable of reducing the river load of dissolved and particulate elements to the oceans. However, due to
intensive hUmall activities in the upstream as well as coastal development along the beach causing
instability on process 3l1d respOlld within the system. As a result, some parts of the estualy registered
beach alld b3l1k erosions while the other corner of the estuaries, sediment deposition occurred. In
general, sediment mobility and its subsequent coastal erosion across the river estuary is one of a major
concern around the world. It is well documented that most of the sediment sources are tramported from
the river itself and waves actionGd through the seabed, beach and cliff erosions [2, 3]. The: volumes of
sediment yields from rivers arc varied from 541, 000 tJk.m"/y (Yal1gtse River), 120, 000 t/km2/y
(Mississippi River) to 92, 000 lJkm2/y (Kelantan River). Both sources generally provide sufficient
sediment supply to develop beach profile along the coastal shoreline. However, problems may arise
when wave rushed onto the beach causing beach drift and later creating littoral erosion. As a result,
sediments in the surf zone are transported along the beach in a zig-zag pattern [4]. :-iow do the
sediment mobilized, where the ~;edilllent goes and how far the sediment travels are of the interesting
subjects focused among the hydrogeomorphologists, geologists and oceanographers.

The speciftc aim of this paper is to study the behaviour of nearshore sediment mobility and migration
of the Kemaman River estuary, Terengganu. In conjunction with the questions addressed above, this
study sets three main objectives namely:

a) To study the sediment mobilization patterns due to wave actions during the seve:,e monsoon
seasons of December 2003-Feblllary 2004.

b) To relate the sediment mobility with sediment properties in the study area.
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CONCLUSION

At this stage, the use of 134CS activity as sediment tracer found to be satisfled to study the spatial
pattern of sediment distribution and mobilization within the Kuala Kemaman estuary system. Although
the study indicates several margin of error, i.e. difficulties in tracking sediment fingerprints dosed with
Cs-137 in a random environment, sediment particles move in a stop and go pattern, etc, the Cs-137
proved useful in the identification of actively eroding beach sediment deposits during the study period.
Meanwhile, severe erosion at the study plots and along the Kuala Kemaman beach required full
attention from the government (DID, District Office, LKIJ'V1). Temporary and long term measures are
required to protect the beach from erosion. Coupled with good jnformation on sediment characteristics,
the problem perhaps can be minimized without further damaging on properties.
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